
Sabi Sabi features two beautiful spas by Amani Spa & Wellness at Earth Lodge and Bush Lodge, with a 
full range of treatments and therapies available to safari guests. 

Amani Spa complement Sabi Sabi’s ethos of creating a space at one with nature, where all things exist in 
harmony; and makes use of natural elements and textures in its design and décor. Specialising in Safari 
Spa Experiences, offerings include a variety of holistic body, skin and massage rituals designed to calm, 
revive, and restore balance in body and soul. A popular treatment is the Kurhula Body Ritual – a signature 
full body massage and facial ritual – which can be enjoyed as either a single treatment for blissful me-
time, or as a couple in our Couples Suite.

Amani means ‘Peace’ in Ki-Swahili, and the spas reflect this throughout each treatment – from the 
calming ambience to the highly trained therapists; from the beautiful lodge environment to the attention-
to-detail delivered in very treatment experience. The philosophy of Amani Spa & Wellness is to create 
the ultimate African Bush Spa experience, unique and memorable, by creating an enchanting ambience 
of absolute tranquility that reflects the heart and soul of Africa. 

The treatment settings are breath taking – set against the unending panorama of the Sabi Sabi reserve; 
and the lodges’ 5-Star luxury pervades every aspect of the spas. At Earth Lodge, the spa design mirrors 
that of the lodge, with treatment suites sculpted into the earth and natural fabrics and textures creating 
a perfect atmosphere for relaxing and restoring nature’s balance. All Bush Lodge treatment suites 
have beautiful views onto the bush, and there is an outdoor bath, shower and treatment area which is 
guaranteed to delight spa visitors.

Enhancing the philosophy of healing and well-being products used are local and 100% South African. 
Amani Spa’s signature Aroma Wellbeing Collection includes a premium Body Care range inspired by a 
love for Africa and its indigenous botanicals, expertly formulated to harness the natural synergy of all the 
ingredients, melding together luxury and our natural riches. Our passion for health and healing inspires us 
to create authentic African cosmetics and spa and wellness experiences.

Relaxation, rejuvenation, and memorable experience – that is the promise from Amani Spa & Wellness 
at Sabi Sabi. 
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CONTACT DETAILS:
Telephone: +27(11) 447-7172  |  Email: res@sabisabi.com  |  Website: www.sabisabi.com

P O Box 52665, Saxonwold, 2132, South Africa

https://www.facebook.com/SabiSabiReserve
https://twitter.com/SabiSabiReserve
https://www.instagram.com/sabisabireserve/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV36KwaBlpzJeeZ4ymcwGow
mailto:res%40sabisabi.com?subject=Enquiry
http://www.sabisabi.com/
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